
Data360 DQ+ Release Notes

Version 11.0

This document describes the enhancements and modifications
included in the latest release of Data360 DQ+, and highlights
any changes that may affect your current implementation.
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What's new

Latest release - 11.0

This is a multi-tenant cloud release only.

Duplicate a case

Added the ability to duplicate a case to ease the creation of new cases in case management.

Add notes on a case

Users who do not have edit access to a case can now add notes, edit the notes and reply to them
on the case. This is controlled by a setting on the Edit Restriction tab of the case store definition
and allows users without edit access on a case to add a note for their observations.

Specify import and export criteria

When exporting items from the pipeline view, you now have the option to include items that are
referenced by the selected items. Additionally, when you have chosen a high-level item to export or
import, such as a pipeline, the system will allow you to filter and select only those items that you
want to export or import.

Audit trail search filter

Added the ability to filter the audit trail by environment name, object type and object name.

Environment manager user role

Added a new Environment Manager user role. Administrators can assign environment groups to an
Environment Manager.

Users with the Environment Manager role can access the Admin > Schedules and Admin >
Executions pages.

Analysis save options

Added Save Definition Only As and Save Definition and Data As options to the Save button in
the Analysis screen. Previously, if there were multiple users working on the same analysis, only one
user could save and the other users received an error if they tried to save. This new feature allows
other users to save their changes as a new analysis rather than lose their work.
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Other changes

• The full gradle distribution needed for deployment is now included in the product distribution,
reducing the need to provide internet access to external sites.

• Added a custom date range option to the Executions and Audit Trail date filter. This allows you
to filter records between a given date range.

• Improved the usability of the Group By Aggregation dialog and Compute Field definition dialog.
• Improved the usability of the error details dialog by allowing you to change the relative size of the
message and error text fields. Also added the ability to copy the details to your clipboard.

• Added the Item ID and Alternate ID to the Settings dialog on the Pipelines page, and added the
Environment ID to the Environments page.

• HTTP security headers have been improved and HTTP OPTIONS requests have been disallowed
on the home page.

Corrected issues

Issue NumberIssue Summary

ISX-21872Fixed an issue where the Pipelines screen was accessible
to users who are not administrators or power users.

ISX-21788Fixed an issue where non-administrators were able to
promote stages in the pipeline tree.

ISX-11833Modified Infinispan distributed cache configuration so it can
function correctly.

ISX-21762Fixed an issue where the header context menu was not
shown on the Sample Data grid.

ISX-21906Fixed an issue that caused an error when transfering
metadata of data view fields for data views with more than
250 fields.

ISX-21858Fixed an issue in GraphQL APIs where the returned records
were incorrect when the 'first' or 'last' paging parameters
exceeded the total number of records.
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Contact us

If you encounter any technical issues, we recommend that you visit the support portal at
support.precisely.com.

Community

Our product is constantly evolving and input from you is highly valued. If you have any suggestions,
please contact the product team by submitting a feature request on the Community.

Notices

Copyright 2016, 2024 Precisely

Trademarks

ACR, Data3Sixty and Data360 are registered trademarks of Precisely. Any other trademarks or
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

For a list of Precisely trademarks, see https://www.precisely.com/legal/trademarks.
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